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-PREFACE 
Like many sciences and philostiphies, the science of Dianetics and the 
religious philo:30phy of Scientology have their own nomenclature. When a 
technical or ambiguous term is used initially, an asterisk (*) will follow 
the word. Refer to the glossary on page 31 to find definitions of the terms, 
which are alphabetically listed. As Ron Hubbard, the founder of Dianetics 
and Scientology, notes in all of his books: "In studying Scientology be 
very, very certain you never go past a word you do not fully understand." 
Because Scientology is a broad field which carne after Dianetics and has 
much of its basis in Dianetics, the word "Scientology" is sometimes used to 
encompass both Dianetics and Scientology. At other times it does not include 
Dianetics. The context in which the word "Scientology" is used should help 
clarify which meaning is intended. 
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?A2.T I: Tid ,B-;h8t{G3HCE OF liIAl'r~'J:ICS AiID SCIK'{TULCGY 
Introduction 
~obably the strangest place an explorer can GO is inside. 
The ea:rth I s frontiers are being rapidly Gobbled 11p by t:18 
fleet ::light of planes, the stars not yet reached. But there 
still exists a dark unknown which, if a strange horizon for 
an adventurer, is neverthele!s capable of producing some 
adventures scarcely rivaled. 
The above quote is fron; L. Ron ~ubbardls 1950 article titled, "Terra 
Inc ogni ta: Th';:l Y:'nd". The quote vividly conveys Eubbard I s lifelonG fasci-
nation with the subject of the hurao spirit and TYind/ Ron Hubbard has been 
involved in a 'last, oricrinal research ef'jort for IT:ore than a quarter of a 
cpntury to finei the organizing principles of life, spirit., and rdnd. He 
distilled and synthesized a treF:endous amount of data, a process l-.ihich 
enabled him to discover rr;any new principles about the human spirit and mind. 
hubbard i':1corporated his findines into a science of the mind wl!ich he 
named "Dianeties"; and later, he developed an applied religious p:'lcsorhy 
called "Scient'Jlogyll. Dianetics IT:,eans 1Ithrow-:h the soul" (from the Greek 
workds "dia" a:1d "nous") and deals with the individual with relation to 
his mind. Scientology is the study of knowin~; how to know and deals with 
a buman being as a spirit separate from his or her mind and body. Dianetics 
and SCientolo[y are separate subjects: !:lianetics addresses the body. Scien-
* tolog:y addresses the thetan • 
"Dianetic:3 is not psychiatry. It is not Dsycho-analysis. It is !l2.!:. 
psycho10ry. I·~ is not ~ersonal relations. It is .!l2.!:. hynotism. It is a 
science of the mind.,,2 The following is a surr,mary of what Dianetics does: 
Dianetics addresses Ue body. Trus Dianetics is used to 
knoct out and erase illnesses, unwanted sensations, misemo-
tion'", somatics·:r , pain, etc. Dianetics came before Scientol-
oGY' It disposed of body i.llness and the difficulties a thetan 
was having with his body.3 
L 
-ItScientology is an organized body of scientific research knowledge 
concerning life, life sources and the mind and includes practices that im-
prove the inte~ligence, state and conduct of persons. 1t4 While Dianetics 
deals with the individual with relation to his mind, Scientology deals with 
the individual 85 a spirit. Scientology is distinguished from material and 
nonreligious philosophies which believe human beings are a product of mate-
rial circumstances.5 
MY Interest in Dianetics and Scientology 
I first learned about Dianetics and Scientology through attending a one-
day corr~unication workshop held at The Church of Scientology in Indianapolis. 
Impressed with the improvement in communication skills which I experienced 
during the workshop, I decided to take p~t in a full-lenght Communication 
Course which the Church of Scientology offers. For supplementary reading, I 
was required to buy two books for the course: Dianetics, the Evolution of 
a Science and Dianetics: The Modern Science of Mental Health, both by Ron 
Hubbard. 
I have continued to be interested in Scientology and Dianetics, because 
both aim to increase a person's capabilities so that he can realize and better 
fulfill his true potential. Besides receiving personal benefits, I am inter-
ested in obtain.ing more knowledge of how to help other people cope better and 
achieve their potential, which is also a major goal of the professional social 
worker. I am currently completing my Bachelors Degree in Social Work. 
Social Workers traditionally have drawn much of their knowledge of human 
behavior from the science of psychology. The theories and techniques of 
psychology include many worthwhile discoveries, but they do not have all the 
answers. If ther emerged a science of mental health that included a definite 
* cause for aberration and a Itfool-proof" treatment, I would want this knowledge 
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-so that I could better understand human behavior and be able to counsel 
clients successfully. L. Ron Hubbard and millions of Scientologists 
believe that Dianetics, "the modern science of mental health," does include 
the cause and "fool-proof" treatment for all types and degrees of mental 
illness that are not organically caused. The techniques of Dianetics erase 
the cause of aberration. An axiom of Dianetics is that any person who has 
studied this sc:ience, gained correct understanding of it, and uses the Dia-
netic technique properly, can successfully and invariably treat all psycho-
somatic ills and mental illness. Also, Scientology gives the person know-
ledge of laws which, when applied, increase his survival. With such know-
ledge, I could become a more effective person and social worker, helping 
others to be more successful also. 
In summar,y, through studying Dianetics and Scientology, I have hoped 
to improve my skills in dealing with people and my environment, to better 
understand interactions between people, and become aware of alternatives 
not included in soCial work theory. 
As I compared Dianetics, Scientology, and Social Work, I came to the 
realization that I had studied a lot in social work classes and related 
classes, but I still did not know what social work is. Included in this 
paper are the basic underlying values of social work that I became more 
aware of in the process of putting this paper together. 
L. Ron Hubbard 
L. Ron Hubbard, the founder of Dianetics and Scientology, was born 
March 1), 1911 1n Tilden, Nebraska. He lived on his grandfather's cattle 
ranch in Montana until he rejoined his father at the age of ten. His 
father's vocation as a commissioned naval officer kept him on the move 
because of continual change of station. Ron did not get much formal 
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schooling, but he received an intensive tutorial education from tis father. 
When his father was sent to the Far East, Ron went with him. At age four-
teen, he began traveling throughout Asia on his own, instead of going to a 
"sheltered"school for officer's children. In the course of his travels in 
Northern China and India, he became very interested in the study of man and 
Has able to learn about "man" from a variety of sources, including Lama 
priests and "warlike trihesrran". Returning to the United States at the age 
of o:!.neteen, Ron Hubbard entered George l'Jashington University in Washington, 
D.C. 
Besides traveling widely at a young age, Hubbard has been involved in 
a variety of o:::cupations including reporting for a newspaper, directing 
movies, leading a motion picture expedition into the South Seas, beine a 
stunt pilot an:l an aviation writer. 
Today, a :~ounder, Ron Hubbard continues to serve The Church of Scien-
tology in the eapacity of consultant while devoting much of his time to 
writing and research.6 
The Development of Dianetics and Scientology 
Ron Hubbard says that there was a definite rrettod underly-ing his wide-
ranging search for knowledge of the nature of the mind and spirit. In a 
life-tirre of wandering around Irany strange things had been observed. Hub-
bard studied and learned from the medicine men of the Goldi people of }:an-
churia, the sharrans of North Borneo, Sioux medicine men, the cults of Los 
An::;elos, and modern psychology. Attempts ~Jere made by Hubbard to find ~rhat 
School or system was workable.? 
By 1937 his formal researches had begun in earnest. Hubbard's "modus 
operandi" \-ras to propose a working principle or postulate and check it out 
to see if it wurked. He challenged existing views in the mental health 
? 
-field t1ith three propositions: (1) "The human mind is capable of resolving 
the problem of the human mind." In other words, an average human being has 
the potential to overcome his irrational and unwanted thoughts and actions. 
Also, the huma::) mind is intelligent enough that a science of the mind can be 
developed that includes kY1o~Jledge of how the rdnd works and tow aberration 
can be overcome. (2) "The human mind is a problem in engineering and all 
kno .. rledge T:lOuld surrender to an engineeri.ng approach." "Engineering" is 
defined in the Merriam-1J'Jebster Dictionary as moaning the followif€;: "a sci-
ence by which the properties of r.;atter and sources of energy are made useful 
to rr:an in structures, rracl:ines, and products." In my interpretation, Eub-
bard contended that, by using knowledge of the properties of matter and sources 
of energy, one could obtain knowledge of the human mind. This knowledge could 
be obtained by scientific means, and the application of such knoHledse could 
be called a "technology". (3) "All a:Jswers are basical::- simple." In other 
Hords, the n:ain in[redients or fundamental parts of all solutions to problems 
are not complicated. 
An intensive program of study and testing (interrupted by WHII) evolved 
the fundar-.ental techniques embodied in Dianetics. His book, Dianetics: The 
Hodern Science of l':ental Health, 111as published May 9, 1950. The beok became 
an imrrediate hestseller and l:as sold in the millions since then. Dianetics 
was the firstcublic state]':1ent of only a portion of Hubbard's broad spiritual 
research findings concerning the human mind, sr:irit, life sources and the 
interdependenc.e of their phenomena. He :,ad concluded on th e basis of obser-
vation and exp erirr,ental data that the rind is only an ins trument of a person, 
who is a spiritual being. 9 
While continuin['; to perfect the co'.]nseling "technology" of Dianetics, Ron 
Hubbard, after 1950, did more extensive research on the purely spiritual as-
pects of man. In 1952, he establ::"sbed The Church of SCientology, an applied 
religious philosophi~, with Dianetics as a substudy. Scientology rapidly 
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emerged as a worldwide, pa'ldenorrina tional s;.;iri tual movement and Ron Hubbard 
became involved with administrative responsibilities as Churches of Scientology 
"rere organized in ffioSt of the Western nations. In 1966 he retired from an ac-
tive role in organized Scient ology in order to devote more time to his further 
researches, his four children, and his interest in exploration.10 
PART II: DIA:JETICS, SCIE:'ITOLCGY AND SOCIAL WJRK 
Scientology and Dianetics are very broad systems of knowledge and tech-
nology. I am going to focus on one rr.ajor aspect of Scientology and Dianetics: 
enhancing the :?roblem-s 01 ving capacities of individuals. 
Social work is also a broad field Hhich includes focus on enhancing the 
problem-solvi~~ capacities of individuals. 
Some of the reasons why I have considered Dianetics and Scientology as 
aids or al terna.ti ves to the helping profession of social work are related to 
two concerns: 1) the concept of spirituality and 2) the nature of the helping 
relationship. Before different views of those two areas are examined, it is 
helpful to look at the similarity of the aims and values of Dianetics, Scien-
tology and Social Work. 
A Comparison of Aims and Values 
The Aims of Scientology. The "Aims of SCientology", accordin~~ to the 
founder, L. Ron Hubbard, are the following: 
A ci vi:'ization without insani ty, wi thout criminals and wi th out 
war, where the able can prosper and honest beings can have 
rights and where Ea!'] is free to rise to greater heights ••• 
\Ve seek only evolution to hif;:her states of being for the indi-
vidual and fff Society ••• We respect Man and believe he is wor-
thy of help. 
The Aim of Dianetics. 
The ob~iect of Dianetic therapy is to bring about a "release" 
or a "clear". A "release" (noun) is an individual from v;hom 
rr.ajor ~:tress and anxiety have been removed by Dianetic therapy. 
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A "clear" (noun) is an individual who, as a result 
of Dianetics therapy, has neither acti~e nor potential 
psychosomatic illness nor aberration. 
In other words, the intended result of Dianetic therapy is a "wan. and 
happy human being". 
T,he Aim of Social Work. "Social Work" is defined in the 1971 edition 
of Webster's New World Dictionary as "any activity designed to promote the 
welfare of the community and the individual, as through counseling agencies, 
recreation and rehabilitation centers, etc." The aims of Social Work, then, 
are the welfare of the community and the individual. "We1farett is defined 
in Webster's Dictionary as "condition of health, happiness, and prosperity; 
well-bei ng" • 
Scientology, Dianetics, and Social Work all have the basic goal of 
helping people to corne closer to achieving their fullest potential. 
The Values of Dianetics, SCientology and Social Work. Anne Minahan and 
Allen Pincus, sl:x:ial work professors, list three values "that underlie the 
ends and means of the profession of social work" .13 Dianetics and Sciento10-
gy are also concerned with the values that Minahan and Pincus list. 
The first value is that "People should have access to the resources th~ 
need to realize their goals and values and alleviate distresstt .14 These 
resources can be tangible, such as money or food, or they can be intangible, 
such as love or knowledge.15 Access to such resources is also a value of The 
Church of SCientology. The many courses that are offered by The Church of 
SCientology, such as the Communication Course, have the intention of helping 
people have the intangibie resources they need to be happy. Access to tangi-
ble resources is increased indirectly: Once a person has more knowledge and 
awareness of himself and his enVironment, he will have less problems with tan-
gible resources such as money and will be more successful in handling his 
environment. Unlike the Church of SCientology, one type of client that social 
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-workers have traditionally served is peor people. Hany social workers are 
concerned -vuth directly providing tangible reSDurC'9S such as food and money 
to poor people besides indirectly increasing the tangible resources available 
to people. 
Th'3 3econd value given by Minahan and Pincus is the following: "The 
transactions between people in the cOurse of securing and utilizing res0urces 
should enhance their dignity, individuality, and self-deterrrinism.,,16 Relat-
ed to this second value of social work is one of Ron Hubbard's most well-known 
statements: "Your potentialities are a great deal better than anyone has ever 
perrdtted you to believe." Scientologists recognize and emphasize the dignity 
of a human being. Dianetic therapy and Scientology courses are aimed at in-
creasing a p8rson's self-esteem and self-determinism by removing harmful stress 
and increasing abilities. Also, Scientology's social reform groups actively 
survey institutions, noting -vrhether the dignity of people is respected. 
Thirdly, "The realization of those values should be the mutual responsi-
bility of the individual and of collective society.1I17 The philosophy of 
Scientolo57 also agrees with the third statement of value. The Church of 
Scientology has involved itself in social reform since 1950. A concept in 
the ptilosophy of Dianetics aDd Scientology, called the "Eight Dynamics," is 
a basis for a belief in mutual responsibility of the individual and of the 
collective society.18 
The Eight Dynamics are eight urges (drives, impulses) in life. The First 
~Jnamic is the urge toward existence as one's self, and can be called the self 
dynamic. Here we have individuality expressed fully. The Second Dynamic is 
the urge toward existence as a sexual activity, and is also called the sex 
dynamic. The sex dynamic has two divjelions: the sexual act itself and the 
family unit, i~cluding the rearing of children. The Third Dynamic is the urge 
toward existence in groups of indiViduals. This can be called the group dynam-
11 
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ic. The Fourth Dynamic is the urge toward existence as mankind. ~~ereas the 
white race would be considered a third dynamic, all the races woUld be consid-
ered the fourth dynamic. This can be called the mankind dynamic. The Fifth 
Dynamic is the urge toward existence of the animal kingdom. This includes all 
living things whether vegetable or animal. The Sixth Dynamic is the urge 
toward existence as the physical universe, and is the universe dynamic. The 
physical universe is composed of matter, energy, space and time. The Seventh 
Dynamic is the urge toward existence as or of spirits. Anything spiritual, 
with or without identity, woUld come under the heading of the seventh dynamiC, 
also known as the spiritual dynamic. The Eighth Dynamic is the urge toward 
existence as infinity. This is also identified as the Supreme Being. The 
science of SCientology does not intrude into the dynamic of the Supreme Being. 
This can be called the infinity or God dynamic.19 
The eight ~'namics are motives or motivations. Ideally, an individual's 
actions would increase the survival in all eight dynamics. His actions woUld 
not endanger a::lY of the dynamics. For example, the person's actions would not 
in any way decrease his own survival (First DynamiC), the well-being of his 
family (Second Dynamic), or the well-being of the school he attends (Third 
Dynamic). Application of the concept of eight dynamics gives responsiblility 
to each individual not only for his own well-being or survival, but also for 
the well-being of others. Each individual is responsible in his actions for 
the survival of all forms of life, including the physical universe. 
The Concept of Spirituality 
The philosophy of Dianetics and Scientology is in agreement with the three 
basic values of the Social Work profession. Also, the basic aim of each is 
similar and can be summarized as the intention of helping people be more able 
to fUlfill their greatest potential. Social Workers and Scientologists have a 
tremendous chru_lenge, because there ro-e many people who are oppressed, or unable 
in their present situation to achieve even a small part of their potential. 
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Since all problems are not solved, perhaps there should be more of a mixing 
of traditions. Social Work already draws heavily from psychology and sociology. 
Would the profession of social work and individual social .wrkers be rrore offec-
" ti vo if reli;::ious philosophy-'(" Here to be co nsulted? 
A concept that ScientoloGY elTphasizes strongly and Social vlork larGely ig-
nores is the idea that people are spiritual. In Scientology, the Seventh Dynam-
ic or spiri 1;ual dynamic io the uree tmoJard existence as or of spirits. 
In a social work textbook, ~inG ~Jitb Peopl.e, Naomi Brill divides the 
person into five vital areas: emotional, pbysical, intellectual, social, and 
spiritual. There is co nti n'lWUS , dynamic interaction of the five vi tal areas. 
"There is no real and complete understanding of tfhat is happenin,,; in one vri_ th-
t d ! d· T h t· h ... t'h -I-h ,,19 ou un erfl uan J_ng iT. a lS ,"appe m.nG In de 0 v. ers. BelovJ is a copy of Bri::!..l' S 
diaGra.ru of the five vital areas of "Total t·~an". 
TOTAL ViAN 
Phys1cal---
material 
Emot1onal---
feeling and 
affect1ve area structure and 
organic processes 
Spiritual---
vital principle that 
gives life and meaning 
Intellectual-.. -
capacity for rational 
and intelligent 
thought Soc1al--~ationship 
with other life 
forms 
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Brill defines "sDiritual ll as liThe animating or vital principle ';-71:ich ,:ives 
life to physical organisms." 3>,e states that the ori=in, function, and expres-
sion of U,is "vital principle" is not totally understood. Yet it is obvious, she 
says, that there is <1 spiritual aspect of the physical, social" intellectual" and 
emotional D38ds and drives of man. 2l 
Over the centuries, organized religion has attempted to 
provide a medimn for expressing these spiritual needs, but 
unfortunately, particularly in the sectarian aspects, it 
has tended to compartmentalize rather than unify. To ignore 
or deny this aspect of man because of our imco~~lete under-
standing of it is to deny the totality of man. 
In Brill's presentation of the social work profession's view of the reI a-
tionship betioreen man and the "spiritual," the spiritual is seen as a part of 
a person's needs and drives. Brill does not recognize a person as a spiritual 
beige. The concept of "spiritual" is related to man in Working Hith People 
only in the discussion and diagram of "Total Man.l! From Brill's defi:1ition of 
"spiritual" as "The vital ~Jrinciple Hhich Lives life to the physical orcanisms," 
one might deduce that the source of life is more important than the physical or 
mental attributes that it assumes. In other words, one could deduce that the 
spiritual is the primar;y part of a person. HO\-lever, Brill places a person's 
spirituality as a part of the person that is equal with his emotional, physical, 
social, and intellectual aspects. 
I r.oted that Brill writes no chapter dealing ~vith the spiritual aspect of 
a person. Yet, '\-Jithout understanding of hlUnanity's spirituality, some darkness 
will also descend on the physical, emotional, social, and intellectual parts of 
hDlllani ty • 
According to the philosophy of Scientology, a person ~ a spiritual being. 
Ron Hubbard coined the terms, "Thetan" and "Theta" rather than using the ambigu-
ous terms, "spirit" and "spiritual". "Thetan" originates from the Greek letter, 
lttheta" (0), a traditional symbol for thought or spirit. liThe' thetan' is the 
-individual hims.If, not his body, mind or anything else." "Theta" is defined 
as the following: 
(It is) fmorgy peculiar to life or a thetan which acts upon 
the material in the physical universe and animates it, 
mob:i.lize:3 it and changes it; natural creative energy of a 
thetan which he has free to direct toward survival goals, 
especiaLly when it m~ifests itself as high-tone*, construc-
tive co~rrunications.2 
"Scientology deals with the human spirit ••• It is addressed because it 
has been found through research conducted on the most rigorous scientific 
basis that the soul or spirit does exist and has the capacity or potential 
capacity to resolve all problems which affect it, whether physical, mental 
or spiritual. ,,25 
On the other hand, it is very unclear where, if anywhere man's spiri-
tuality fits into Brill's "Three Faces of Manll • 26 She does not include a 
spiritual "face of man" in her diagram: 
Those Those Those 
characteristics characteristics characteristics 
that he shares that he shares that he shares 
wi th all men ••• wi th s orne men ••• with no men ••• 
His social and 
His biological cultural His individual 
heritage heritage uniqueness 
"Social wox'k is concerned with and responsive to ontological and ideol-
ogical issues in man's existence.,,27 There needs to be more examination of 
questions that are intrinsic in the various concepts and goal of the profes-
sion. 28 The sp:i.rituality of "man" is one question that needs to be further 
studied. 
Scientologists differentiate themselves from the field of psychology, a 
field from which the social work profession draws much of its knowledge. 
15 
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This is because Scientologists believe that people are spiritual beings, while 
psychologis ts, i!l.S a grexmp do not. In the view of SCiemologists, the profes-
sion of psychology often does humanity an injustice by viewing people primarily 
as stimulus-response organisms or as beings with spiritual fantansies and desires, 
but not as spiritual beings. 
I am not suggesting that social work whould become an organized religion, 
but am pointing out the limits of the philosophy and values that the social 
work profession has concerning the concept of spirituality. 
Since the social work profession considers spirituality to be a Itvital 
area" of the total person, perhaps the profession would be more effective if 
there were to be more understanding of this area; a spiritual value or belief 
that is basic might be beneficial •• However, in adopting any spiritual value 
or belief, the social work profession would hava to consider whether this would 
change the functions of social work or the sanctions by the communities or 
governing bodiEIS. Also, for a spiritual value that is more clear-cut and mean-
ingful to be incorporated into the professional values and/or theory of social 
work, there wOlud have to be a general agreement among social workers that the 
belief i8 a reality. 
Because roligious beliefs are very diversified in the United States, any 
affirmative beliefs in religion or religious philosophy have been kept separate 
from public institutions, where social workers often work. However, it is 
acceptable in our society for private social service institutions or agencies 
to be run by r.~ligious organizations, and some social workers are employed by 
such organizations. 
In any ca:3e, SCientologists and others who believe that people are spiri-
tual should not impose their values on other people, whether clients or associ-
ates. While the social work profession does not have a clear-cut concept of 
spirituality, I believe practitioners can incorporate spiritual or philosophical 
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-beliefs into th"ir personal and professional lives. It is up to the social. 
worker to determine how this incorporation will occur. 
lhe Nature of the Helping Relationship 
As a result of communications between and among people, relationships 
develop. The helping relationship differs somewhat from other relationships 
but shares with them the common characteristic of being a dynamic interaction 
between two or more individuals.29 
According to Brill, the essential qualities of a helping relationship are 
the following: accepting, dynamic, emotional, purposeful, honest, and exercise 
of judgment on the part of the social worker. 
The baElia of any relatiomhip is acceptance of the indivi-
dual's right to existence, importance, and value ••• The 
dynamic: character of relationship demands that both or all 
of the significant individuals participate actively in the 
process ••• The essence of relationship is emotional rather 
than intellectual. Primarily it is the give and take of 
attitudes and feelings that build a relationship and pro-
vide the channel through which ideas are imparted and 
decisions are reached ••• By definition, a helping relatioIl-' 
ship i13 purposeful and goal directed. It is directed 
toward enabling one of the participants - the client - to 
achievE:l a more satisfactory degree of functioning ••• The 
worker must be aware of the distortion created by his own 
needs and desires, as well as his tendencies to see things 
as he would like them to be or to sit in judgment in terms 
of his own personal value system which may create a blind-
ness all its own. JO 
In Scientl)logy, all of the above qualities are also seen as valuable in 
the helping relationship. What can Dianetics and Scientology add to the nature 
of the helping relationship? Dianetics and Scientology could benefit the help-
ing relationsb:ip by providing more structure to the nature of the helping pro-
cess. 
17 
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PARI' III: DIANl~TICS, SCIENl'OLOGY AND EXISTENTIALISM 
A Comparison of Philosophical Considerations and Assessment/Skill Emphasis 
The philosophical considerations that underlie methods of social work 
practice and th,!!t practices of other helping professions can be categorized 
as falling into one or both of the following two beliefs: 
(I) The actions of people are determined by forces within or external 
to themselves. 
(2) Taking into account the limitations and constructs of his condition, 
a person is free to make his own choices and act. 
Practice based on the first perception would aim at the reduction or 
removal of those forces which are believed to cause or interfere with how 
persons manage their lives. 
Practice based on the second perception would be directed to strength-
ening or developing capabilities to deal with or resolve problems of living 
or to accomplish certain tasks.3l 
The Philosophical Considerations underlying Dianetics and SCientology. 
Dianetics is cl)ncerned with removing internal forces (called engrams ) that 
cause psychosomatic illness and aberrations. The Dianetic technology would 
fall under the first belief that was listed above: the perception of the 
actions of people being determined by forces within or external to themselves. 
Scientology, rather than removing harmful internal forces, is concerned 
with increasing the individual's knowledge and awareness of how to handle 
himself, other people, and his environment. In other words, the individual's 
capabilities for living a happy and effective life are increased. This tech-
nology would fall under the second belief listed above, the perception of a 
person as free to make his own choices and act. 
Dianetics removes harmful forces, and Scientology helps a person develop 
his capabilities so that he can make better choices in dealing with problems 
of livi~. 
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It is not imperative that ~ Dianetics and Scientology be employed by 
a person interested in increasing his capabilities, but it is recommended. 
Those who becOOlt! firm believers in the effectiveness of Ron Hubbard's tech-
nology are likely to follow either the route of "Dianetics and Scientology 
training" or the route of "Dianetic! arxi Scientology processing*." 
Together, Dianetics and Scientology fulfill both categories of philosoph-
ical considerations, that underlie various methods of social work practice. 
The Philosophical Considerations underlying the Existentialist Approach. 
The following is the basic view of the Existentialist approach: 
People are viewed as unique, e.xperiencing persons striving 
toward a meaningful self concept and self-realization. 
Social environment consists of a series of exis tential life 
situations to which people give meaning, in which they make 
choices and in which they relate to others. These relation-
ships and life situations provide opportunities to gain self 
acceptance, personal confirmation and growth. In this way, 
the individual learns, and is able to give and take love, to 
become and find self, to construct a neaningful life, identity, 
and value system. Much emphasis is given to intention, free 
will, responsible choice, autonomy and spontaneous sensory 
experience. 
Difficulty arises when individuals are overwhelmed by anxiety, 
guilt, social or self-alienation; when they fail to communicate/ 
disclose selves, when the~ cannot make choices; lack meaningful 
life values and purposes.:;2 
Like SCientology, the Existentialist approach is based on the philosoph-
ical view: Ita person is free to make his own choices and act.,,33 Unlike 
Dianetics, the Existentialist approach does not consider that some of the 
actions of people are determined by harmful internal forces which can be 
removed through proper use of exact technique,. 
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~he Therapy or Assessment/Skill Emphasis of Dianetics and Scientology 
The following is a general description of therapy via Dianetics and 
Scientology: 
Through the Hubbard-developed spiritual technology, pasto-
ral counseling in Dianetics and Scientology directs the 
attentiom of the spirit to erase, through direct and immedi-
ate awareness by the person ( Who is after all, the spirit) 
all mental tensions and their physiological by-products. 
Neither Dianetics nor ScientolOgy replaces the proper use 
of any medical or healing art proven to be effective in the 
cure of physical disease. If a person has an organic ill-
ness, he is referred to a physician, as it has been found 
that pr'oven and effective medical remedies may be necessary 
to enable the curative powers or the spirit to initially 
operate. However, when the cause and origin of an illnes8 
proves to be in the realm of the spirit's involuntary mental 
effects: upon the body, Dianetic pastoral c oUDse1ing may be 
used. Dianetics guides, directs and motivates the individ-
ual to heal himself spiritually. When the individual has 
obtatned the practical goal of Dianetics, nanely physical 
wel1-bE'ing and a cheerful attitude toward life, he may pro-
ceed tc the study of Scientology, which addresses the spirit 
more directly and has incr~ased spititual freedom, awareness 
and ability as its goals. 34 
Secular use of the technology of Dianetics and Scientology in new and 
diversified fiolds has grown considerably over the years - particularly iD 
programs concerning education and drug rehabilitation. 
At. the Chllrch of SCientology, Dianetic and Scientology audi ting* as 
well as training is d one on gradj.en ts. A gradient is defina d as a gradual 
approach to something taken step by step, level by level, each step or level 
being of itself easily surmountable so that finally, states of being which 
are seemingly "too high above one" can be achieved with relative ease. On 
the following twa pages are the processing (auditing) gradients listed in 
the portion of the "C1assjfication Gradation and Awareness Chart" which 
shows the processing levels to "C1ear*n.35 
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new things 
Freedom froJi' the 
upsets of the rast 
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face the future 
Relief from 
hostilities and 
sufferings of life 
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the source of problems 
and make them vanish 
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freely with anyone on 
any subject 
Knows he/she 
won't get 
any worse 
A Truly Well 
and Happy 
Human Being 
Freedom frorr. harmful 
effects of drugs, med-
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Grade III Release 
..... --------------Grade III Release 
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Dianetic ~~herapy. Dianetics is about the mind-:~. The assessment and 
skill emphasis of Dianetics is based on the philosophical perception that 
lithe actions of people are determined by forces within or external to 
themselves." 
In Dianetics, the danGerous intermal forces that n:ust be rerr:oved 
are called '1r:C~J:"ams-l~. The ren-;oval of engrams releases anxietY'Dd can elimi-
nate aberration-l(-. 
The basic ingredients cf dianetic therapy are the auditor-:l-, the preclear-:l-, 
the analytic m:l.nd-;~-, the reac ti ve mind-::-, the encram bank;~, and en~:rams-;'~. 
The purpose of Dianetic therapy is the ren:oval of the content of t>e 
reactive engram bank. In a IIrelease," the majority of emotional stress is 
deleted frorr. this bank. In a "clear," the entire content is removed. 37 
Dianetics should not be crossed with another older therapy, or else 
the auditor could find himself in trouble. 38 If this rule is followed no 
n:istake can be made by an auditor that cannot be remedied either by himself 
or by another aUditor. 39 
The follOloJing is an exanl'le of a situation in which a social worker and 
a Scientologis1j could use Diane~ic therapy or "auditing" to enable a person 
to get rid of :Lrrational behavior: A man has confessed to a counselor that 
he beats his w:Lfe. There are definite verbal processes that are used to 
determine if the man has a:1 en~~ram that is, .:hen restirrulated~~, corr;mandin? 
him to beat hiB wife. If there is an engran:, Dianetic auditinc can be used 
to find and erase the engram. Through auditing it n:ii!ht be uncovered that 
the related series of events in this man's life took place in the following 
manner: 
1. A husband beat ::is wife wdle their little boy is sleeping on the 
couch (unconscious) and has a diaper pin stickinz him (pain). 
During this time of pain and llnconsciousness everything is recorded 
and fHed in his reactive mind. 
2. T:~e boy ,:rows up and gets r;:arried. 
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3. He finds that he cannot control sudden impulses to beat his wife. 
4. He confesses to a counselor about his dangerous and irrational 
behavior. 
The auditor is not there to advise or drive the patient. He is there to 
audit and only to audit. Auditing is a cooperative effort between the auditor 
and the patient. The target is the engram. The engram is the target of the 
patient's analytical mind and the patient's desire that he and others will 
realize a highor potential as he tries to live his life. The engram is also 
the target of the auditor's analytical mind and the auditor's desire that he 
and others will realize a higher potential as he tries to live his life. 
Hubbard states that since the auditor is not there to be resisted, the auditor 
is making a fundamental mistake if he forgets the target and thinks that the 
person, the an,alytical mind of the patient is resisting, trying to stop ther-
apy or giving 1lp. He believes that the analytical mind of the person being 
audited never resists the auditor; resistance would be an aberrated* reaction, 
inconsistent with the patient's purpose of being audited.40 
The content of the reactive engram bank is different from per&on to person 
both in quantity and intensity but the mechanism of operation of the bank and 
therefore the basic mechanisms of dianetics are constant fram person to person.41 
The TherapY of Scientology. In this section, I will discuss some of the 
aspects of Scientology that make it unique. 
Scientology was built on Dianetics and is a much broader field than Dia-
netics. IIScientology helps one handle persons, environments and situations.n42 
The assessment and skill emphasis of Scientology could be categorized as follow-
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ing the philosophical view that lIa person is free to make his own choices and act.1I 
IIScientology is in two parts. The philosophy - the books, the lectures, 
bulletins, policies, anything found in L. Ron Hubbard's many years of published 
research; and the technology, whereby the philosophy can be put to practical use 
by any individual who stUdies the materials.,,43 
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Scientolo€~ auditing helps people find decisions they have made in the 
past that keep them from living happily in an area of their lives today. The 
uncovering of 1;hese past decisions gives the person back his or her freedom 
of choice in the person's life today. 
The technology of SCientology can be applied to the field of education, 
to one's own life, to the fa:mily unit, to social reform in many fields, to 
handling communication problems, past upsets, problems and much, much more.44 
Through studying the Volunteer'Minister's Handbook, interested persons 
are trained to be helpful to others (and themselves) in their daily lives on 
a volunteer b~3is. The book is divided into several "study packs" or courses 
which one can :read and apply. The topics of the courses include: "Communi-
cation," "Drug Rehabilitation," "Handling the Dangerous Environment," "Ethics 
and Justice, It Itlntegri ty, It "Marriage and Children, tI "Public Relations, It and 
"Surveys" • 
There are also social se~ices and reform groups that have been formed 
by Scientologists which include "Narconon" (non-narcosis) - a very successful 
drug reform program, several educational programs, the Citizens Commission on 
Human Rights, the Committee on Public Health and Safety, the Committee to Rein-
volve Ex-offenders, and the Task Force on Mental Retardation. 4.5 
These soc'ial service groups have reportedly utilized the technology of 
Ron Hubbard with much success.46 One example of this success is the achieve-
ments of the non-profit organization called "Narconon'!. Narconon uses the 
drug rehabilit;ation technology of Ron Hubbard and is dedicated to the preven-
tion and reduct.ion of drug abuse and drug related crime. "Narconon was 
founded in 1966 by Mr. William Benitez, then an inmate of the Arizona State 
Penitentiary, 1lihose addiction history had spanned nineteen years.,,47 Benitez 
had studied se"l7eral philosophies, underwent psychiatric aid and participated 
in many programs with no success. However, after studying the book, Funda-
ment~s of Thought, by L. Ron Hubbard, he founded the Narconon Program on the 
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basic applied principles set out in Ron Hubbard's book. The following is a 
description of Narconon's expansion and effectiveness: 
When first applied to a pilot group at Arizona State Peniten-
tiary in 1966, it consisted only of the basic communication 
exercises. Yet, seven out of ten of the first group in their 
own words, "made i til. Their success spread at grass roots 
level to other prisons, and drawing on furthar research by 
Ron HUbbard, the program was expanded •••• A recent evaluation 
of the Delaware Correctional Centre showed a recidivism rate 
of 64 percent for those not on the Narconon program, while 
only 16 percent of those that completed at ijgast two courses 
of the Narconon Program returned to prison. 
Therapy Using the Existentialist Approach 
Since the Existentialist Approach is based on the perception that a 
person is free to make his own choices and act, practice following the 
Existentialist Approach is directed to strengthening or developing capabili-
ties to resolvl;' problems of living. In this particular approach, emphasis 
is on understanding the experiential aspects of the personality and the 
individual's rlalation to his life situation. Attention is placed on identi-
fying the person's current growth process, beliefs, values, life goal, and 
self-concept along with the irrationalities and self-deceptions involved. 
Current l:lfe experience is understood in terms of the client's con-
scious affective experience of it and its unique meanings to him particu. 
larly in terms of anxiety and guilt. The person's life situation is exam-
ined in terms of how it contributes to self-realization and community, or to 
social and self-alienation. The therapeutiC contract is rather open-ended. 
The goal of the helping relationship is to help individuals and family 
groups clarify, construct and adopt a new philosophy and style of life. This 
includes new g()als, ideas and values which become the basis for authentic 
communication and relationship with others. 
Social work provides an immediate experiential encounter in a dialogic 
relationship and "meeting" which may include sensitivity, meditation, bie-
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-feedback and o'ther types of exercises. These encounters allow the client to 
intensely experience his feelings as a "real" person, disclose and find a real 
self, more tow,a.rd a genuine, creative, choice-making, and responsible human 
being. The so-cial worker is a friend, experiential guide and guru. 
Although .scientoloy therapy is more structured, there are similarities 
in emphasis in Scientology with the Existentialist mode of therapy, such as 
the emphasis on authentic communication. The Scientology "Communication 
Course" is often taken before auditing takes place and is the first step in 
Scientology and Dianetics training. The knowledge one gains through Scientol-
ogy auditing, training courses, reading and lectures, has the intent of en-
abling the individual to experience his feelings and be a more creative, 
choice-making and responsible human being. The Itcourse supervisor" is, like 
the social worker, a friend, experiential guide, and guru. Another similarity 
between Scient.ology therapy and the Existentialist approach is that they are 
both experience oriented. In Scientology training courses, knowledge is demon-
strated with objects and role-playing exercises. Self-disclosure and experience 
of intense feellings often occurs during the auditing and training exercises. 
Dianetics has different specific goals and philosoplv' j.nvolved and so is 
very dissimil€Lr to the Existentialist approach in its asses5lment/sklll emphasis. 
PART IV: THE VALUE OF DIANETICS AID SCIENTOLOGY TO A SCX:: I AI. WORKER 
For a social worker, the philosophy of Scientology and Dianetics are worth 
investiga'\ring. The basic underl;riilg ,values of Dianetics and Scientology and of 
Social Work are in tune with each other. Ron Hubbard has dE~veloped and compiled 
a very broad field of knowledge that has been tested and proven successful in 
helping people to have a higher awareness of themselTes and their environment, 
spiritually and in all other aspects. When techniques of D:Lanetics and Scien-
tology therapy are applied they can help people be more "able" or effective in 
their lives, no matter what their religious beliefs are. Seientology is a reI i-
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gious philosophy that is pandenominational. 
The religious philosophy of Scientology could give a helping proles-
sional a new perspective in his actions, decisions, and the role that he 
or she plays. A helping professional could choose to utilize knowledge of 
Scientology and Dianetics that is relevant to his or her particular situa-
tion. For example, the information on drug rehabilitation could be utilized 
by a psychiatric social worker or a community organizer who canes into con-
tact with alcoholics and drug users. There are also certain techniques of 
problem-solving, creating understandings between people, and studying effec-
tively that would be applicable in a variety of situations. 
A social 'worker could apply a little of Scientology and/or Dianetic 
knowledge and technology, or he could apply a lot, depending on both the 
client's and the social worker's interests and needs. 
A social worker who does therapy in private practice, within an agency 
setting, or an institution, may learn to "audit" and so help people in that 
way. 
Social workers who are spiritually oriented may find they can relate to 
an advanced technology developed not only on an empirical basis but also 
including spiritual values. 
The exactness or precision of the technology could be beneficial to 
professionals and clients who are more comfortable and achiaTing when using 
an exact approach. 
Conclusion 
Whoso would be a man must be a non-conformist. He who would 
gather immortal palms must not be hindered by the name of 
goodne;ss, but must explore if it be goodness. Nothing is at 
last s.acred but the integrity of your own mind. 
Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Self-Reliance 
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I have been interested in exploring the "goodness ll of Scientology and 
Dianetics, and then was spurred to investigate the "goodness" of social work 
further. This:is a huge task which could not be totally covered in the time 
of research and thought that resulted in this thesis. But my search has 
begun. 
After first learning of Dianetics and Scientology through a Communication 
Course that I took, I decided to read the book, Dianetics, The Modern Science 
of Mental Health, and gain an understanding of the basic prinCiples of Dianet-
ics. Through my readings and conversations with Scientologists, I proceeded 
to discover how broad the field of Scientology is and how Scientology differs 
from Dianetics. 
I cannot vouch for the truth or validity of the entire philosophy and 
science until I have tested each aspect. 
As I studi·ed about Dianetics and Scientology, I also questioned whether 
Social Work is .an effective profession. 
If people .are truly spiritual (as Scientologists believe), I considered 
that Social Work cannot be truly effective, unless individuals are helped to 
become more aware of their spirituality and their inherent powers to heal 
themselves. I explored how the profession of social work viewed the spiri-
tuality of human beings. My conclusion was that unless the spirituality of 
human beings is universally accepted, the social work profession may not 
adopt the spirituality of people as a basic value, without being a religious 
profession and possibly having its societal sanctions become more limited. 
In any case, individual social workers can incorporate their beliefs into 
their work in w~s that do not invalidate the beliefs of others. 
Sciento10g:'sts firmly believe in giving "a hand but not a hand-out". 
This is where the goodness of Social Work also lies. The "technologyfl devel-
oped by Ron Hubbard is believed by Scientologists to be a very effective and 
appropriate way of helping individuals become more able and spiritually aware, 
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gradually creating a saner society. 
In Scientology and Dianetics, there is much knowledge that a social worker 
may use: 1) to improve hi. skills in handling his environment, 2) to help others 
improve their skills in handling their environment, and 3) to help remove the 
negative influence of past painful events on a person, so that he or she has more 
self-control and selt-direction today. 
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AbherrCJt~c:::: :1 ::lr::>arture :~ron~ ra:'i.~oal thouGht or behavior. F'rom the Latin, 
"aberrere,1I to ,;iander from ••• It means basically to err, to 
make mistakes, or ~ore sgecifically to have fixed ideas which 
are not true. Aberrated conduct would be conduct not supported 
'Jy reason. -."men a person has en:-rams-:} tr.ese tend to deflect 
'what would be his norrr.al ability to perceive truth and brins 
Clbout an aberrat.ed view of situations wbich then would cause 
an aberrated reaction to them. Aberration is opposed to sanity, 
·ovhich would be its opposite. 
Analytical mind: the rrind which c orr.bines perceptions aI' the imrr.ediate environ-
r.:ent, of the past via n:e"tal pictures, and estirr;ation~f the 
future into concl~sions which are based upon the realities 
of situations ••• The keynote of the analytical mind is aware-
ness; one KnOl>1S "ihat one is concluding and knows what he is 
doing. 
A.uditor: one ·;.;ho listens Rnd computes; a Scientology pract.itioner. Scientolou-
~ting (also called processing) is done on the principle of making 
an individual look at r.is oT,m existence, and in:prove tis a bility to 
con::ront what he is and where he is. An auditor is the person trained 
in the technology 3nd \.;h05e ,job it is to ask the person to look, and 
i{et hirr. to do so. 
Clear: a thetan> cleared of enforced and unwanted behavior patterns <'Ind discom-
forts 1,)hic:: keep him from livin!"; or thinking. 
Engrarr:: a rr:en-~al ir:age picuure which is a recording of a time of l)l:Y3ic:.::l pain 
and u:1consciousness. It IT;ust by definiticn have ir:-.pact or injury as 
part of its contents. 
Ene:ram bank: (see "Reacti-Je lli;ind") 
Mind: The mind is a cOJrJTlunication and control system betvleen the thetan-l}and 
his environment. 
Miserr,otion: anything that is unpleasant; emotion such as antagonism, anger, 
fear, Grief, aeathy or a death feelin~. 
Preclear: a spiritual being who is now on the road to becoming Clear, hence 
preclear •••• One wco is discovering things Jrout himself and who is 
becoming clearer. 
PsychosoJT:atic Illness: T:--:is we call nhysical illness caused by the mind. In 
brief, such illne~s is caused by perceDtions received 
in the reactive ~ind durinE moments of pain and uncon-
sciousness. 
Reactive mind: The reactive mind is a stimulus-response J1".echanism, ruggedly 
built and operable in trying circumstances. The reactive mind 
never 3'(,OpS or:;erati:1g. Pictures of the enviro!'1nent of a very 
low order are taken by this mind even in some states of uncon-
sciousness. The reac;:,ive mind ac'(,s below the level of C onscious-
ness. It is the literal stimulus-resoonse mind. Given a certain 
stirrmllls it gives a c3't2in response.-
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Reality: is, here on earth, agreerr.ent as to what is. 
R.elease: (noun) one who knows he or she ras had viortlTIt;}lile ~:ain3 • TOrT, 
Sciei1tolo~y processin;3 Clnd v.ho knows he or she ~'J.i..~.l nol. :Jo·,v.::;et 
WOrS!3. 
ReliFoious philosophy: ibligious rhilosorhy ilI1Pli8S study of splrl;:':lal 
~aDifestations; research on the na~ure of t~2 spirit 
a.nd study OIl t~,e rel:;tion 0=1 the sr:l:'~t to the boj~-; 
exercise devoted to the re~c:bilitation of a'Jilj.ties 
in a spirit. 
Scientclo<!ist: one who understands life. His technical skill is devoted to 
the resolution of the problems of life. 
Session: a pe~iod in ~,ich an auditor 
they ·~Ii.ll not be disturbed. 
and ~3xact cOlflEands Vi:,ich the 
and preclear are in a Quiet place ~Iere 
The auditor·:LTes the] cclear certain 
precleRT can follow. 
:)on,atics: bod;! sensation, il~ness, or f.ain or discomfort. "}:Y'!a" Pleans body. 
nenee psychosomatic or pa:L~ls stenrr;ing frern the Rind. 
'_",c;!"olo~;y: r<3:el:,~n6 to Lhe arJp:ication of the precise scientific drills and 
rroc8sses of Scientolot:Y'. 
Theta: .:::nergy peculiar to life or a thetan which ''lets '1:~on t,ne material in 
the ~i:.ysical universe and ani:r:ates it, t. Q'ili7.es it and ch()nr~es it. 
Thetan: the person hirr:self not his body or his name, the physicAl universe, 
r:is mind, or anything else; kat, which is aViare of bei:1g aware; the 
ide:1tit;,{ which is the individual. 1he the tan is r'lost f ardliar to 
one a:1d all as lIyoU• II 
Tone: the gem:lral condition of an individual 
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